Towards a Process-Line for MDPLE
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The conception and design of software-intensive systems is
an inherently complex endeavor. We experienced this complexity ourselves while engineering a wind turbine control system. Such complexity was faced by the combined use of Software Product Line Engineering and Model-Driven Engineering. However, the application of both
paradigms demanded considerable changes in the software development
process. This position paper focuses on the process we followed in engineering the system and reports some experience. Overall, this experience
advocates for the explicit denition of Model-Driven Product-Line Engineering based Processes. In certain domains, such processes need to be
ne-tuned to accommodate specic customer or project needs and thus
the notion of process-line for MDPLE is introduced.
Abstract.
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Introduction

The software industry remains largely reliant on the craftsmanship of skilled
individuals engaged in labor intensive manual tasks. However, growing pressure
to reduce cost and time to market, and to improve software quality, may catalyze
a transition to more automated methods [9]. Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
and Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) are two paradigms aimed at
industrializing the software development process.
The main focus of MDE are models, which will then be transformed to concrete implementations [8]. MDE raises the level of abstraction, thus permiting
developers to concentrate on the essential domain concepts, decoupling them
from concrete implementation details. As for SPLE, it aims at building a set of
related products out of a common set of core assets.
The benets of MDE and SPLE have been widely reported, including dierent industrial case studies [3,5]. Being complementary in nature, the combination
of both, which is referred to as Model Driven Product Line Engineering (MDPLE), integrates the advantages of both [18]. Hence, MDPLE has been subject
of research in the recent years [1,14].
Nevertheless, the adoption of MDE and SPLE, and furthermore MDPLE,
requires considerable changes in the manner software development is carried
out, which is translated into an up-front investment that needs to be considered.
An assesment of the implications of the adoption is essential [17].

In this sense, the denition of a rigorous process that species how to realize
these paradigms is necessary to fully exploit their advantages [7]. As a case in
point, in a previous work we reported the challenges MDPLE brings for assembly
processes [2].
In this paper we report our experience when developing wind turbine control systems in the wind power industry [19,20]. Such a system is subject to
a growing market and technology challenges, which motivated its reengineering
following MDPLE principles. We describe the general process we followed and
motivate the need for a explicit and systematic process if MDPLE is to achieve
its full potential. Nonetheless, dierent projects or domains may have dierent
requirements. Thus, the need for a variable process that can be ne-tuned to
each of them is explained and the variability sources we identied in our case
study are described. A process line is introduced as possible solution to manage
such variability.
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2.1

Motivating Case Study

General motivation

Software has evolved from relatively small and simple products to systems with a
considerable size and a high degree of complexity. Extensibility and customization to each customer are nowadays a requirement more than a wish. At the
same time, the product's desired time-to-market is ever decreasing. To tackle
these needs, advanced software paradigms have emerged. Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) are two cases
in point.
MDE raises the level of abstraction, dening models that capture the specics of the application at hand, which will then be transformed into the actual
application code implementation. MDE leads to conceptual simplicity: clear architecture, ecient implementation, higher scalability and greater exibility [4].
As for SPLE, it aims at building a set of related products out of a common
set of core assets. Unlike MDE, now the stress is not so much on the abstraction
level at which software is specied, but on conceiving programs as pre-planned
variations from core assets. The denition of a set of related products in the
form of a product family increases reuse and reduces the cost of each of them.
Both MDE and SPLE depart from one-o development to provide an infrastructure where dierent (though related) products can be obtained. The
benets of applying them separately in an industrial setting have been reported
in the literature [3,5]. Their complementary nature permits their combination in
MDPLE that brings even greater benets. We have experienced this ourselves
[19,20].
However, MDPLE requires considerable changes in an organization and in
the processes that yield each product. Compared to traditional development
processes, new activities, tasks and artifacts emerge, which need to be explicitly
dened beforehand if all the expected benets are to be obtained.

The following section briey describes the specic challenges related to the
process when engineering wind turbine control systems.
2.2

Case Study: Green Energy Control Systems

In many domains, the general motivation outlined above occurs. Indeed, this
is the case when developing wind turbine control systems in the wind power
industry [19,20]. A multidisciplinary team of engineers work together in the
development of the embedded control system [12]. Such system is subject to a
growing market and technology challenges. Some of them impact directly on the
process.
 Stringent Time-to-market. The challenge is twofold: new wind turbine models and customizations of wind turbine models for specic systems are needed.
In the rst place, the required time between releases to market models is reducing. Hence, there is a need to accelerate the process to conceive and design
newer system models. In the second place, there are dierent customer expectations and needs for each system, that have to be fullled. Both trends
introduce pressures to the acceleration of the development process.
 Industrialize the process. Raise eciency, automate and industrialize the development of systems. The growing sector of alternative energies is facing a
continuous growth together with an internationalization of operations worldwide. Hence, there is not only a unique product to be managed, but a whole
family in dierent geographical locations. The challenge is to industrialize
and geographically distribute the process to create and customize control
systems worldwide.
 Scalability and Teamwork. The size and number of elements to be controlled
is growing. The knowledge is distributed among dierent engineers from
dierent disciplines. Hence, the need to organize workteams, dene roles
and responsibilities, and explicitly dene a process.

In general, all these challenges call for the need to explicitly dene a process for
model-driven product-lines. Besides, there is a growing need to customize such
process to the needs of dierent systems or even application domains.
First, we describe the process we followed. Then, we argue on the variability
of such process.
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An MDPLE-Based Process

A general overview of the process to create a product following MDPLE is given
in this section. The process that realizes each activity has to be detailed next. As
an example, the process that builds the model driven infrastructure is presented.
3.1

Overview

We describe the general MDPLE process next. First, the general development
process was divided into coarse grained activities. Note that the development

process required several iterations, if new features had to be incorporated or
errors were discovered the activity had to be executed again. A brief description
of the activities we identied follows:
 The Art of Decisión Making (DEC). Given the requirements of a certain
project, a nancial assessment is made and the necessary resources are allocated. It is a managerial activity, which has a direct impact on but does
not per-se belong to the software development process, but an evaluation of
whether the up-front investment an MDPL requires is worthwhile is essential.
 Family Management for the Infrastructure (M2PL). The benets of SPLE
can be extended beyond the product family. The development of metamodels
and transformations is a cumbersome task which can benet of increasing
reuse. This activity denes a family of metamodels and transformations that
permit to increase reuse by applying SPLE techniques [22,25]. The resulting
products of this activity will be the MDE infrastructures (i.e. metamodels
and transformations), that will later permit to obtain the actual products.
This activity corresponds to domain engineering applied to MDE infrastructures. Note that the eort needed to develop a family may not pay o in all
cases (e.g. when metamodels and transformations have no variability). This
is an indication that some of the activities in the process are optional.
 Build the Infrastructure (M2Dev). The aim of this activity is to obtain the
concrete metamodels and transformations (i.e. the model-driven infrastructure) that will be later used to create individual products. In this case, it
corresponds to application engineering for the MDE infrastructure. We detail
this activity in the following section.
 Adapting the Infrastructure to the Specic System Domain (M2Adapt). Requirements that are not accounted for in the shared metamodel and transformations may be accommodated by this adaptation activity that tailors
them to the specic domain's needs [6].
 Family Management for the System (M1PL). This activity refers to the traditional domain engineering. It involves identifying commonalities and variability between product family members, and implementing a set of core
assets liable to be reused along dierent products.
 Build the individual System (M1Dev). This activity performs application
engineering. It yields the nal system using both the metamodel and transformations developed in M2Dev and the core assets that were produced in
M1PL.
3.2

M2Dev: Build the Infrastructure

The purpose of this section is to detail the subprocess Build the Infrastructure
(M2Dev) for our case study. The roles include: the chief engineer who takes the
decision to use the MDE paradigm, the chief architect who architects the overall
solution, the modeling engineer who analyzes the structure and abstractions of
the original code, the programmer for the alignment of the original system, the
metaware engineer who creates the metamodels and transformations, and the

Fig. 1.

M2Dev process detail in SPEM

system developer in charge of the development of individual systems. Figure 1
sketchs an overview of the process using SPEM [13]. Next subsections outline
the activities.
Mining Once the paradigm was selected, the next step was a preliminary analysis of the existing system. This is an important point. While there exist processes
that generate the system's software from scratch [11,15], in our experience it is
more usual to depart from an existing system that is already in operation. The
goal of this activity was to decide to which parts MDE can be applied. The rst
step was to identify parts of homogeneous or potentially repetitive code (code
clones). Note that already existing behavioural and structural models largely
supported our analysis. However, code was not automatically generated from
such models. The search and selection of candidate parts for automation was
based on the abstractions we manually found3 . The chief architect led a multidisciplinary team to nd those candidates. The mining resulted in a focus on
a subset of subsystems, whose implementation code was to be automated from
models. These parts largely changed among products due to customer requirements. Automating the code generation will ultimately reduce the development
and maintenance eorts.
3

This was not automated since specic domain knowledge was required. Hence, further work may investigate the automation of the extraction of these abstractions by
following an Architecture-Driven Modernization (ADM) approach.

Analysis A detailed analysis on selected parts was conducted to examine in
detail the code to be generated. The previously existing models played a pivotal
role. We actually enriched such models with further information needed to really generate executable code. For instance, it is not the same the denition of a
condition from a design perspective than the precise denition needed for such
condition to be executable. The modeling engineer was responsible for conducting the analysis of the structure, the behavior and the abstraction. The level of
detail in the models was largely increased from simple sketches to rather complete models. We also completed the structure and behavior models for all code
parts.
Alignment The analysis provided a detailed knowledge on the models and code.
A last step was needed in our case before automating code generation. It involved
the alignment of the implementation code. For alignment, we understood for the
code to be implemented in the same way in similar situations. For example, we
detected that some statecharts were implemented following a switch-case style,
whereas others followed an if-else. This and other details were homogeneized.
In general, code was prepared to be always generated in the same way. This
impacted following the same structure, the same methods name, same convention to dene attributes, etc. This alignment of code and the unication of the
programming style were critical to automate code generation. The programmer
was responsible of leading this task. A requisite in our project was to ensure
that engineers understood the generated code as they understood the previous
manually implemented code. Eventually, the alignment allowed the code to be
automatically generated from a model.
Models, Metamodels and Transformations (m,MM,MT) UML was also
used as a metamodel. Our models were mostly sketched as class and statechart
diagrams. In some cases, we also introduced some stereotypes to ease automatic
code generation [20]. The level of expressiveness drove such dierent modeling
decisions [23].
Practice The completion of the infrastructure preceded its deployment for models, metamodels and transformations to be used in practice for the development
of individual systems. To attain this, the internal leadership is essential in the
customer organization. The system developer was in charge of this. Besides, a
detailed process was set in place. In our case, this leadership was possible by the
implication of the customer engineers in some tasks of the previous activities.
This enabled him to familiarize with the new way of working and the new tools.
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Towards an MDPLE Process Line

This section analyzes whether the same process can be used for dierent systems within the organization or even beyond the organizational boundaries. The

notion of process-line for MDPLE process as a product-line of process is introduced.
4.1

Motivation

An MDPLE process has to be general enough to allow reuse in dierent domains,
systems and projects. The rst approach is to dene a comprehensive process
embracing the entire set of activities that can occur in every situation, and then,
provide the choices within the process. However, this enlarged approach has a
number of limitations, namely, the delay in the process introduced by taking
again decisions that were already decided, and by carrying out activities that
can be unnecessary.
An alternative approach could be the denition of a generic process that is
customized for each project. Doing so, the process is customized before starting
it. In this customized process, only necessary activities are carried out. Hence,
time is signicantly reduced by removing unnecessary activities and decisions
[10]. As a next step, the denition of all related processes in an organization as
a family can bring the benets of SPLE to the process realm [16]. However, note
that the denition of a process line (i.e. the core assets that yield the product
family) is not a trivial task. Such process line would permit us to systematically
yield process instances for each particular domain (e.g. some may require only
MDE, others SPLE and others the combination of both).
Next, we introduce the dierent kinds of variability that can appear in our
projects.
4.2

Variability of the Process-Line

The process often needs to be customized to meet the needs of dierent customers. A one-size-ts-all is inappropriate because of the large variability involved. Next we present the variability that originate in the process to subsequently sketch how to address them.
 Dierent project size. Depending on the size of the system, the project size
varies largely ranging from individual (1 person), small team (below 10), to
larger projects (above 10). In small projects the application of a full-edged
MDPLE process may not be desirable, or even aordable.
 Dierent levels of automation. There are dierent levels of automation in
code generation. There are some MDE projects where models are mainly
used for design, whereas others models automate code generation. Besides,
there are dierent sorts of transformations, namely, model to model and
model to text transformations. Overall, there is a variety of approaches.
 Dierent tools. Market diversity provides a variety of modeling tool support with dierent characteristics that come at dierent cost, which can be
imposed by dierent customers.
 Dierent artifacts that cope with variability. Variability is incorporated in
the models. Increasingly, variability is also spreading to metamodels and

model transformations [21,25]. This relates to the coarse grained activities
described in Section 3.1.
 Dierent project infrastructure. The resources involved in dierent projects
vary among teams. Assorted technologies for repositories, use of wikis or
other tools may dier.
These dierences among projects involved that the process needs some sort of
customization. In particular, a number of activities and some decisions are bound
to such dierences. The specic mechanisms used to handle variability are out
of the scope of this paper [19]. Overall, they are those commonly found in software product-lines. Feature models for representing the variability in the whole
family, variation points in the specication, and mappings connecting features
to variation points.
The sources of variability for the process-line vindicates the need to accommodate the MDPLE process in order to achieve economies of scale not only on
the system, but also on the process.
5

Related work

Previous work describes the benets of applying MDE and SPLE in industrial
case studies, including embedded systems [3,5,15]. Among the benets they report exibility, better adaptation to change and an increase in productivity and
product quality can be highlighted.
Nevertheless, the adoption of MDE and SPLE in isolation, not to mention
MDPLE, in a project is far from trivial. It involves an up-front investment and
considerable changes in the organization. As an example, a list of requirements
for MDE to be successful are described in [17]. In our limited experience, the
need to ponder the benets of applying each paradigm is vital and we have
reected it in the rst activity of our process (i.e. DEC).
As mentioned before, the contributions of MDE and SPLE have been already
documented. Their combination brings even greater gains [18,24]. However, the
process that leads to obtain each product, and thus that brings such gains,
incorporates new activities, roles and artifacs, increasing its complexity when
compared to traditional software development. The need to dene a process that
systematizes the development of the model driven infrastructure was presented
in [7], where the requirements such process should fulll where described. Based
on an industrial case study, we have dened a preliminary process that targets
those needs (see Subsection 3.2). As a case in point, in a previous work we
reported the challenges MDPLE brings for assembly processes [2].
Examples of processes for embedded systems can be found in [11,15]. In both
cases, the infrastructure to produce a product is already given. Our process
includes the development of such infrastructure, as it can vary from domain to
domain. Moreover, both processes create systems from scratch. In our experience,
it is more common to have an existing system that has to be reenginered to apply
MDPLE.

Process customization, process variability and process families are an emerging topic [10,16]. We described the variability we encountered when developing
an MDPLE-based system and sketched the sources of variability we encountered.
6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reported our practical experience applying Model Driven and Software Product Line engineering to a family of wind turbine control systems.
Overall, we introduced the MDPLE-based engineering process we followed. The
activities for building the MDE infrastructure were detailed.
We also focused on the need for variability for the process itselft and the
sources of variability we identied for such process-line were also described. The
denition of a process line that permits to manage such variability by yielding
a family of MDPLE processes is subject of future work.
Our work paves the way for further research on the eld. Indeed, we are
currently working on detailing the entire process and on the specic mechanisms
to handle the process-line variability.
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